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and it establishesftaaures that arc useful U) exchytge betwten methodologies. lSuggeslions arc made for " f e r
of wisdom between the two fields.
Ihe approach ofthis paper stparates process and methodology, (Manin 1994). "he metp-process model cap.
tures what the engineer docs as a set of work tasks.independent of the details of how the work is U) be done.
Some of the tasks arc inherenlly stquential. Changing
the order changes the ircsult. Some tasks arc inherently
independently eoncment. They may be done concurrently, or in any ordered sequence since physical reality
does not require any particular ordering. A meta-process
description capulres thle intrinsic behavior of engineers
in doing their work. It i,shighly tailorable.
A methodology is a prescription of exactly how to carry
out each engineering step, how to express the infamation, and how 10 order the steps. It is a set of directives
that can be followed by a large group so that they will be
able to synchronize their activities, and will express
their results with the same collections of information,
views. and notations.

Abstract
Systems engineers and software engineers work togeth-

er in the development of modem complex systems. The
two engincuing cultures, the concepts, and the best
practices have developed independently over four decades. Notations and naming conventions f a the same
hings an often different. Yet the efficient exchange of
engineering information and wisdom between the two
professions is imponant to h e successful development
of large complex systems.
The present record of success for complex computer intensive systems is h a t for every six systems put in operation two are canceled; on the average projects are
50% over schedule; and three quancrs are failures that
do not function as intended or arc not used at all, (Gibbs
1994). Incomplete specifications,ambiguous specifications, and misunderstood specificarionsare a major conuibutor to these problems. Development of rigorous
specificationsthat match user needs is critical.
'The need for synergism between systems engineering
which develops specifications to meet user need and
.:softwareengineering is pamcularly imponant because
.software portions of systems are increasing1y complex
iind are often being coded in countries far from the
country where the system is defined and utilized.

2 Some Historical Developments
Any history of an cngimeering field is both subjective
and controversial.In hiis section a few of the significant
past evenu are summarized to iflustrate parallel origins
in s y s m s engineering and software engineering. Systems engineering, software development with smctured
analysis methods, and software development with objects have their origins iin roughly the same time period,
the 1960's and 1970's.

1 Introduction
This paper is a srep toward contrasting systemsand software methodologies and identifying synergistic elemen& of both engineering fields. This is accomplished
by defining a process mela-model and related infomation models for each step in h e process. Software and
siystems engineering methodologies are shown to be
pan.icular cases of the process meta-model.
'Though the meta-model must be expressed in some notation, it is re-expressible in a number of notations and
cm be uilored to particular melhodologies and notations. It is tailored to panicular methodologies by removing steps that are not wanted in that methodology,
or by transforming independently concurrent steps into
panicular desired sequences. This approach results in
identification of Lhe differences between methodologies
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1.1 Systems Engineering
Systems engineering pcactices owe much to the wok at
TRW that developed a m~cturedengineering approach
for ballistic missile dtvc:lopment The definition of functional flow block diagrams (FFBD's) uaces to this work
and standards emerged in tht 1960's. The F?'BD's explicitly modeled the ordlcring of functions by control operations which was diffiicult to describe in English text.
The practices have bcen &scribed well by Blanchard
and Fabrycky. (Blanch" and Fabrycky 1990). OVU
many years the imethodblogy was extended by Alford
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who introduced valuable techniques of rigorous modeling, including an executable behavior model, (Alford
1977). (Alford 1992). He was a M e r in the development of tools to automate the process. SFEM, DCDS,
and RDD-100.

1.2 Software Engineering

a

Structured analysis for software engineering mcts to
early work at IBM Laboratories. (Stevens, Meyers, and
Constantine 1974). and was subsequently published as a
methodology, (Yourdon 1989). Refinemenu that deal
mote completely with issues of svucwn wen added,
(Hatley and Pirbhai 1987).
Object oriented practices have their roots in the development of abstract data types and the introduction of classes to programming languages, such as Simula67, @ah].
Dijkstra, and Hoare 1972). The application of data&
set concepts to data structures introduced ideas of telationships among data entities, (Bachman and Williams
1964). The object approaches have more recently been
extended to analysis and design of software by a number
of authors and graphic languages have been defined.
One of the several approaches will be discussed in this
paper, Object Modeling Technique. OMT, (Rumbaugh
CL al. 1991).
Most of the methodologists arc active in publishing and
updating their methodologies. Any comparisons made
are likely LObe out of date wilh respect IOthe went version of methodology. It is useful, however, to examine
how these methodologies are related to one another and
to attempt to find a meta-model which is a generalization
of the collection of methodologies. The reason that a
successful melamodel may be possible is simply that
the engineering work to define and specify a complex
system requires that certain engineering steps be taken
and cenain information captured.

-

2 A Systems Software Contrast
The culture, points of view, and practices of disciplines
arise from the basic problems being solved as the fields
emerge. For systems engineering the emergent problem
was to establish the value of a system to a users and to
develop the specifications needed by designers to implement that system. The system engineer worked from the
top down and provided specifications for implementation largely in english iext. Great care was taken in considering alternative things or objtcls to use and altemative allocations of behavior to the things. Trade-off
against well defined criteria were used to find a near optimal solution among the alternatives. Risks involved
were identified and appropriate measures taken.
The systems engineering product left much of the implementation detail for the designer. However, the specifi-

cation to the designer was ambiguous rather than rigorous because it was wriaen in English language.
In the case of software, the emergent problem was to rig-

orously express the complex machine code that would
caw the computer to do whal was wanted when implemented code executed on the computer. Optimization
was frequently considend after the code was running.
The product contained the implementation detail in a
rigorous fonn.
’ h e emagent software problem has developed boaom
up. Developmenu in the field have produced user fnendly highet order teprrsentations of the information with
generators or compilers to create the lower level details.
They have produced a practice of seeparating the specification of a module from its implemcnt;uion,information
hiding, so that the implementation may be modified
without affecting other modules of an application.

-

3 Systems Software Synergism

-

The major viewpoint of this paper is that the two fields
systems engineering and software engineering have
much to gain from each other. The basic knowledge and
the low cost compulu power to do this are available.
Software engineering practices may benefit by infusing
systems practices of
Assessing value to the eustomer
Using a hierarchical process, tiers of development
Considering alternative objects and alm”ave
allocations of behavior to the objects
Defining optimization criteria for trade-off
Applying -de-off 10 select a near optimal solution
from altemativesat each tier of development
Considering risk, validation, and sequential builds
ai each tier of development
Systems engineering practices may benefit by infusing
softwarebest practices of
Rigorous modeling
Generators to rigorously transform information
Full w of abstraction
Application of information hiding.

-

.

0

-

4 Basic Modeling Concepts Hierarchy,
Behavior
In this paper the static smctural views of how things are
built will be described using Object Modeling Technique, (Rumhaugh CL al. 1991). The dynamic description of processes, what is to be done by things. will be
described using Functional Flow Block Diagrams,
(MIL-STD-499 lw).(Blanchard and Fabrycky 1990),
and Data Flow Diagrams, (Yourdon 1989). as two views
of behavior.
A complete model of the semantics needed and a list of
the possible views of behavior and structurehas been de-
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scribed elsewhen, (Jackson and Oliver 1994). (Oliver
]%Ma). (Oliver 1Wb).
An object model for hierarchy is shown in Figure 1. In
that figure each box represents a class of real objects.
The diamond is a symbol for aggregation. a pans list.
The dark circk means "many of".?he ugper box in the
figure with a recursive aggregationsays that a System is
built from Systems.
The straight lines connecting classes indicate a relationship and are labeled wilh a relationship role name that
has a pointer associated to show the direction of the relationship namcd. 7 % black
~
dot means many, i.e. Sub
jcct System intufaces with many Exumal Sysluns.The
upper pan of Figure I. says that a System has a System
Role, and three roles are identified by the specialization
(classificati9on) shown with a uiangle symbol.The System Role depends upon the tier of decomposition and
how the system is being considered by engineers. For
example, the engine of a car has the role Subject System
,for the engineers specifying and designing the engine.
'The engine has the role Extemal System to the engineers
!~pecifyingand designing the drive min. In this role h e
engine stimulates the dnve vain and receives responses
from it.The engine has the role Component IO the engiJieers who are specifying and designing the entire car.
1he relationship between External System and Subject
System is often called an interface and is sometimes promoted LO the status of a real world class. Clear interface
dlesign and specification is critical in large system
projects. ?his is parlicularly imponant where separate
uams develop differeni components of the system. The
interface specification is critical where components
from any of a variety of producers may be connecled to
the system as in the lelecommunicadonsindustry. Enginixrs developing h e Subject Syslem examine the inter-

actions between it ancl the Extanal Systems U, understand what the Subjecii System must do, its behavior.
Often one or man Components will be handed off IO a
tcam of engineers who will deal only with the developmcnt of that Component For example. engine designers
will take on the task of engine development. To simplify
their work they rr-inttqmet the Componau, engine, as a
Subject System and coinsider only the otha Components
of car with which they must interface as Exteml Sysems.
Any of the things one may be developing is pan of a
huge pansor aggregation hierarchy which starts with the
universe and urds with subatomic panicles. A @cular bing may be qms:nttd in a Context View which is
built from the thing as a Subject System and the Exumal
Systems with which it interfa;cs.It may be represenled
alternatively in an Assembly View which shows the
Components from which it is assembled. Finally, it may
be represented in an Awmbly View which shows it as
one of the Components i h t arc assembled to make a part
at the next higher tier of the parts m.
The procedure of decomposing Systems into Components, and of rc-interprelringComponents as Systems defines tiers of dmmposition.
Each of these tiers Cofi'CspOndS 10 What is fiequently refemd io cas a phase of development
* The engineuing work, CY process, a~each tier is the
same and caxl be tkrribcd in a behavior melamodel.
Typical phases arc often1 represented in a waterfall pictwc, (Boehm 1986). ('Illis is a picture. not a model because it does not have a well defined semantics.) These
phases are listed in Table 1.. which identifies lhe traditional Phase names, and for that Phase the Subject System, Extemal Systems. and Components.

.

Figure 1. An Object Meta-model for System Hierarchy
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.-Misystem being modeled is rhe customer’s business

In b e systems Concept Analysis phase OT tier the Sub-

all of them, and identifying common components of our
product which are useful to all of the businesses.

with our product imbedded in it. The key infomation to

Table 1:

be obtained is the value of the product to the cuslomer.
‘.Trade-offsbetween alternatives are made among prod. uct featurw (behavior) and srmcture until high value is
.found for rhe customer. The product must be feasible in
the sense that it can be built at a cost that is consistent
with value to the customer and a profit is possible.
’ In the systems Requirements Analysis phase the Subject
System is our produc~.’Ihe key information to be obrained is a specification of exaclly what our product will
do, iu behavior, and thoroughly eslablished cost and
performance fargets. The major segments or subsyslems
of the product arc identified.
In the Systems Design phase the major architecture and
partitioning of the product is confirmed. The behavior of
each segment is defined with targets for cost and performance for each product segment. Trade-off is performed
among altemative architectures. The trade-off decisions
arc based on meeting criteria at the System level. The
System Design phase ends when the decomposition
reaches the point that hardware, software, and operator/
user behavior and performance can k separauly specified. In very large systems h e Sysums Design phase
may involve several tiers of decomposition: System into
Segmenrs. Segments into Sub-Segments, etc.
Some modem methodologies suppon the concept of delaying the decision to separate hardware from software
10 the lowest level of decomposition possible, termed
cedesign. It is imponant that at all tiers of decomposition the criteria used for making a decision are applied at
the top tier to quantify their impact on product performance and value to the user. The alternatives need to be
rolled up to system level for uade-off.
When the separation has been made between hardware
and software, it is possible and traditional for engineers
in the individual disciplines to continue the decomposition and specification of their componenu. The specification process ends at Code and Manufacture with specifications sufficientiy detailed for coding and
manufacture. In modem automated practice many of
&se specifications arc computer executable and can be
interpreted by code generators or generators of manufacturing tool insuucbons.

Table 1. includes Domain Analysis as a phase at a higher
tier than Concept Analysis. It is the phase that is critical
.to obtain reuseh Domain Analysis one considers w
product in a collection of businesses or in a business as
that business matures over time. It involves modeling
multiple businesses, loolung for value of our product U)

I%I

sub*t

System

I

systems

I

Components

I

At each of these tiers then is engineering work to be
done to define the context of the Subject System with the
Exlend Systems, to &fine h e behavior of the Subject
System, and to allocate that behavior lo Components using Trade-off to find a near optimal solution. The engineering work at each tier is the same. An implementation plan is made at each tier considering risk,
validation, tc.
The description of the engineering work is a process
which can be described as an executable behavior. A
model of a process is a behavior. Figure 3. shows the semantic entities h a t need LO be captured to express behavior.The sm~ctureoperations apply LO behavior and to
h e entities from which it is composed.This makes the
description of behavior hierarchical.
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Behavior is built fmm two mapr pieces. functions
which receive input and transform them into outputs,
and the iums which an inpuWoutputs. Some of the
items mgger functions to stan or to stop. The functions
arc ordered by control operations. A minimum set of
control operations is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. shows that the concurrency conpol operation
can be represenled with parallel functions or by utilizing
state, which defines the union of concunwlt functions as
a m e . ?his description of bebavior has been discussed
elscwhcre, (Olive 1994a). (Oliver 1994b). In the models that follow, this papcr will usc primarily one view of
behavior, the Fuactional Flow Block Diagram which

Item, WO
Max amount
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Current amount
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I
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I
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enginan think b u t objects while developing behavior, and they thhk about scenarios as they define objects.
The alumathe selections of objects and the altunMives
in mapping behavior ID objects results in not one, but a
set of possible ratchita:aucs to m e t the requiremenu. In
this work they an guitled by knowledge of effectiveness
lIU%SlUCS.

?he seven Core Srepts uc consistent with published
Elcatmenu of yslems enginwing, (BBlanchard and Fabrycky 1990). NOICthru the functional flow block diagrams an only w partial view of the process ahHvior because they do not include the VO for each function.
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,

1

1
7

Sequence

*

Concurrency

&Idion

* 3

Iteration
to a limit

I

Behavior is executalble.
captures the tuncuons as ordered by conuol operations,
but omits the items, the inpuVoupurs. This is done to
simplify the figures and for clarity

5 A Process Meta-Model
A process mela-model for all of the tiers is shown in Figwe 4.. (Oliver 1993). Note that three of the major sups
815: cmcurrenl, but they are not independent Some mea-

oclologies put Lhese steps in a prlicular order. Practicing

Ihe meta-model has been developed so that existing
methodologies cm be represented as spccial cases,
found by omiuing sups, IMusing pafiicular sequences of
Ihe concunent steps. This paper considers only some of
the methodologies as they have been published at a parricular time. Because the merhodologists arc constandy
updaling heir work. it is beyond the scope of this paper
to relate the current slate of methodologies to the metamodel.
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I m t e over all Tiers

I

6. Iterate to Find a Feasible Solution

i

I

No Feasible

Solution

Figure 4. A Meta-Model for the Engineering Process
informaoon models have been developed for each of be
core engineering steps and subjected to review, (Jackson
and Oliver 1993).

6 Systems Engineering
The systems engineering process is represented accurately by the meta-model of Figure 4, The meu-model
abstracts the descriptions in iexlbooks. (Blanchard and
Fabrycky 1990).and insuuction from the Defense Management College.
The meta-processsets great imponancc upon the capture
of effectivenessmeasures. They art a small subset, frequently less than ten, of the many requirements a large
system must meet. These are the criteria upon which
system optimizationis based. 'Ihey encapsulate the driving business and user realities which the system must
meet. Mathematically they serve as regularization functions to transform an ill posed problem into an optimization problem for which a near optimal solution can be
found. They bear a strong relationship to the cost func-Itions used in calculus of variations, optimal control theory, and regression analysis.
The effecuvcness measures also p i n the inpurs from
management, M e t i n g . and customers with engineer4ng. In the development of systems of all kinds it is ex~trcmelyimponant to capture this infonation and obtain
a consensus.Olherwise continuousrequirements change
may stalk the project and dnve up the cost. The finished
system may not be something cusmmers really wan6
and will purchase. Very early be Domain or Concept

tier We-off establishes much 01 the system cost and the
system match to the marketplace.
A second hall mark of the systems process has been the
development of alternative architectures for bade-off by
examining different ways of allocating the desired behavior to altemative objects. The evaluation of the nsulting altematives involves measuring or simulahg
pformance, showing an architecture meets requirements lo be feasible, and optimizing the system by using
the effectiveness measures to choose between the identSed alternatives which are feasible.
Much of the information maditionally captured by systems engineers has been in t e x t The advantage of this is
hat text and pictures have great impact and persuasiveness when well prepared and presented. Such pictures
and the status of system effectiveness measures are valuable in communication upward toward management.
The difficulty is that text and pictures are ambiguous
when used to specify the details of a complex system.
Rigorous models which u ~ lbe
l transformed and generated in alrcmative forms are needed for communication to
other engineers.
Systems engineering practice has lacked the use of rigorous models to augment,not replace, the use of text and
pictures though methodologies and tools have been developed.
One major relationship that has been largely missing in
systems engineering practice is that of classification,
generalization/specialization.It is critical for reuse, for
consistent definitions, and for rigorous communication
with software engineering.
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7 Yourdon SMSD
AFFBD for SA/SD is given in Figure 5. Steps 2.. 5.. and
7. DC largely omitted in the methodology. It is a methodofogy forrepmcnlation primarily, and does not consider
optimitation except in the later stages of implementation
where performance is mud.
Ihe views of behavior that arc prescribed arc data flow
diagrams and control flow diagrams. Control is nos
shown unless it is necessary to complement the data flow
diagrams. This convuttion wilh respect to convol makes
it difficult to automate execution of the data flow, control
flow information must k interpreted by an engineer.
The concept of tias of decomposition are present but
they arc applied to the behavior which is decomposed to
lowest level without uade-off. The resulting essential
model is then transformed into a set of structure cham

b

1.

I &
vaia2 eZ L
r

'1.

4.

#sjr-) 3E: *

is a major rdvavlce over the earlier software methodologies.
Like rtre two methodollogiw discussed above, OMT does
not consider process steps f a trodesff and optimization: Define EffectivetiessMeasures,P e r f m Trade-off
Analysis, and Cmte Sequential Build and Test Plan. It
utilkcs the same rhne mapr process steps as SA/SD and
Hatley-PirMai, organbed diffuently, and a more complete se( of information repmentations is used. Thc tiers
of decomposition for software ue mgnized, and the
object models lack hierarchy.
'Ihe process model for OMT is shown in Figure 6. The
bnt sup is to Assess rihe Available Infomtion. This is
followed by Create an Object Model.which produces a
rtaric model. This step lis followed by creating a dynamic
view using State Charts and a functional view using
Data Flow Diagrams. 'hese two views together constitute a description of behavior and can be ma& exccutable as has k t n i done in the lo01 Statemate, though this
information is not treated in this manner in the text.
(Rumbaugh et. d.1991). Event trace diagrams are used
to define the interfaces between classes. They capture
Ilcrate Over
Analysis, System Design, Object Design

r

i

Figure 6.The Core Set of Steps
in Object Modeling Technique

sequences, but not the lull behamor of scenarios which
could be captured wilh state cham and data flow diagrams, or with behavior diagrams. They lack the m ~ s ability in analysis that is available with alumalive allocaiion of behavior to objects.
The three phases or tiers of decomposition iterate over
steps 4. and 3. of Figurr: 6. In the fmt phase, Analysis,
an object model emerges which is the representation of
the requiremenu. Because it is an object model, it contains souctutal elements, classes and obJects. which define sysum archivecave at the lowest level without hierarchy. In the second tier of iteration, System Design, the
earlier object model is modified to include subsystems,
modules which arc collections of classes and objects.
with improved abstraction and information hiding. In
the third tier of iteration the earlier objcct models are
modified to provide detailed design of classes and objects to meet peiformance requiremenu. 7hcrc is no
quivalent LOeffectiveness measures or uade-off analy-
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sis D select a best sel of objects and their behaviors
based on crituia at system level.

10 Conclusions and Recommendations
Softwan engineering ntcds an infusion from systems
engineering of effectivenessmc8surcs. early formalized
trade-off applied throughout the work, and sequential
build and test It needs consistent application of hierarchy.
Systems engincuing nedds to receive from software en-

g M n g an infusion of rigorous modeling and i n f m a tion hiding, the use of generators,and application of the
classification relationship in modeling.
Tht mutual infusion of best practices from the other discipline strcnglhens both, and ameliaares existing pblcms of providing specifications LO software engineering
on large projects. The mehods used here apply equally
well to the development and specification of the engineering process and the products of that process. The development of information models for each step of the
mewprocess is critically imponant for communication
between the engineering professionals and the vendors
who are developing tools to automate their work. ?he information models are a critical step in moving from
point 1001s Lo an integrated tools set.
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